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ABSTRACT

We present a nonlinear model of self-consistent Galactic halo, where the processes of cosmic ray
(CR) propagation and excitation/damping of MHD waves are included. The MHD-turbulence, which
prevents CR escape from the Galaxy, is entirely generated by the resonant streaming instability. The
key mechanism controlling the halo size is the nonlinear Landau (NL) damping, which suppresses the
amplitude of MHD fluctuations and, thus, makes the halo larger. The equilibrium turbulence spectrum
is determined by a balance of CR excitation and NL damping, which sets the regions of diffusive and
advective propagation of CRs. The boundary zcr(E) between the two regions is the halo size, which
slowly increases with the energy. For the vertical magnetic field of ∼ 1 µG, we estimate zcr ∼ 1 kpc
for GeV protons. The derived proton spectrum is in a good agreement with observational data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the Galactic halo is being discussed
from the beginning of the 1950s. Before that time,
a sharp transition was assumed between the Galactic
disk of the thickness of ∼ 100 pc and the extragalactic
medium. Later, Ginzburg (1953) developed conceptions
of the physical cosmic ray (CR) halo with the size of
about 15 kpc, where CRs are trapped by scattering (i.e.,
propagate diffusively). The characteristic CR age in the
Galaxy was estimated as ∼ 108 yr, which is confirmed
by radio data and by the information on CR chemi-
cal composition (e.g., about the abundance of unsta-
ble isotope 10Be) (see, e.g., Ginzburg & Ptuskin 1976;
Szabelski et al. 1980, etc.).
The static halo model of a fixed height was presented

in Ginzburg & Syrovatskii (1964). It assumes that the
CR density at a certain distance from the Galactic plane
becomes negligible. This model is currently broadly im-
plemented in advanced numerical codes, such as GAL-
PROP (Moskalenko & Strong 1998).
The downside of the model is that it depends on two

arbitrary parameters, namely the diffusion coefficient
and the halo size, whose values are ambiguously de-
fined. Therefore, it is necessary to describe the pro-
cesses of generation and damping of MHD turbulence
in the halo and their connections to the CR transport
self-consistently.
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In Dogiel et al. (2020), we have suggested a model of
CR self-confinement in the Galaxy, where the turbulence
generated in the Galactic disk was amplified by stream-
ing CRs. However, the turbulence excitation rate is very
high in that model, and hence the size of the halo is
too small at GeV energies. To resolve this issue, in the
present paper we also take into account the nonlinear
Landau (NL) damping, which was neglected in the orig-
inal work. We show that the inclusion of the damping
term leads to a significantly larger halo size. We also
show that the MHD turbulence which confines CRs in
the halo can be entirely self-generated by CRs.

2. SELF-CONSISTENT NONLINEAR MODEL OF
CR HALO

Unlike models with a pre-defined halo size, self-
consistent halo models include a mechanism of MHD-
wave excitation. In these models, CR propagation is de-
scribed by a system of nonlinear equations (see, e.g., in
Dogiel et al. 1994; Evoli et al. 2018; Dogiel et al. 2020,
and references therein).
A general system of simplified one-dimensional non-

linear equations for the CR spectrum N(p, z) and the
energy density of MHD fluctuations W (k, z) can be pre-
sented in the following form:

∂

∂z

(

uadvN −D
∂N

∂z

)

− ∂

∂p

(

1

3

duadv

dz
pN − ṗN

)

= Q ,

∂uAW

∂z
− duA

dz

∂(kW )

∂k
+

∂

∂k

(

kW

τcas

)

= (ΓCR − ν)W ,

(1)
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where Q(p, z) is the source term of CRs, uadv(z) is the
CR advection velocity, which depends on the difference
between outward- and inward-propagating MHD waves,
uA(z) = B(z)/

√

4πρ(z) is the Alfven velocity, ṗ < 0
is the rate of momentum loss due to interaction with
gas, ρ = mpn is the mass density of ionized hydro-
gen (mp is proton mass), and B is the strength of the
longitudinal large-scale magnetic field. Furthermore,
ΓCR(k, z) is the rate of resonant wave excitation, ν is
the wave damping rate, and τcas(W ) is the characteris-
tic timescale of turbulent cascade to larger k; the latter
depends on the particular process of MHD-generation
(see, e.g., Ptuskin et al. 2006, this process is discussed
in Section 2.1). The spectrumN(p, z) is normalized such
that

∫

N(p)dp is the total number density of CRs.
The wavenumber k of MHD fluctuations is related

to the CR momentum p via the resonance condition
(Skilling 1975),

kp ≈ mpΩ∗ , (2)

where Ω∗ = eB/mpc is the gyrofrequency of non-
relativistic CR protons. The resulting CR diffusion co-
efficient is (Skilling 1975)

D(p, z) ≈ vB2

6π2k2W
. (3)

In this approximation, the excitation rate is propor-
tional to the CR diffusion flux,

ΓCR(k, z) ≈ −2π2euAp

Bc
D
∂N

∂z
. (4)

There are very few known parameters and processes
that can govern the density of MHD-fluctuations in the
halo (and thus the CR diffusion). These are the spatial
dependencies of the magnetic field and the gas density,
the magnitude and the spectrum of CR source in the
disk, and nonlinear processes involving MHD waves. In
this respect, the variety of models for the wave excitation
in the halo is very restricted.

2.1. Development of Dogiel et al. (2020)

Evoli et al. (2018) and Dogiel et al. (2020) presented
one-dimensional models of CR propagation along the
magnetic field lines, with MHD-fluctuations excited by
the resonant CR-streaming instability.
Evoli et al. (2018) developed a model of MHD-

turbulence with nonlinear cascading to larger k. They
considered three sources of waves responsible for CR
scattering in the halo: (i) self-generated MHD-waves ex-
cited by CRs through the streaming instability, (ii) pro-
cesses mimicking wave generation by, e.g., supernova ex-
plosions in the disk which eject waves at large scales, and
(iii) cascading process which is determined by an initial
arbitrary source of background turbulence distributed
over the halo. In case the cascading is responsible for
the damping of MHD-fluctuations in the halo, the CR

halo can be about of few kpc, which is compatible with
the estimations of GALPROP.
On the contrary, Dogiel et al. (2020) showed that the

cascading process in the halo is negligible for relevant
values of k, i.e., the term containing τcas in the sec-
ond Equation (1) can be omitted. We considered two
sources of waves responsible for CR scattering in the
halo, namely, (i) self-generated MHD waves excited by
CRs through the streaming instability, and (ii) the spec-
trum of MHD-fluctuations generated by sources in the
Galactic disk. In that model, magnetic fluctuations are
only excited in the direction away from the disk. How-
ever, the resulting CR flux excites waves too efficiently,
which yields the halo size of only ∼ 100 pc at low ener-
gies.
In Dogiel et al. (2020), we have not considered the

possibility that outgoing waves may be reflected by a
nonuniform medium (see Ferraro 1954; Kulsrud 2005, for
details). In fact, that happens if the approximation of
geometrical optics is no longer applicable. According to
Ginzburg (1970), if the wave phase velocity changes from
umin to umax within a layer of thickness ℓ, the reflection
coefficient R of the outgoing waves from the layer is

R2 ∼ exp

(

−4πkℓ
umin

umax

)

. (5)

Applying this expression to the halo with ℓ = 1 kpc, we
see that even for very long waves, resonant with PeV
protons, only ∼ 0.1% of the total energy is reflected.
Therefore, we indeed can safely assume that there are
no backward-moving waves present in the halo.
Another physical process neglected in Dogiel et al.

(2020) is nonlinear Landau (NL) damping. A two-
dimensional halo model including this process has
already been developed by Dogel’ et al. (1993) and
Dogiel et al. (1994). The authors used the equation for
CR propagation complemented with the equation for
MHD-fluctuations which are excited by the CR flux and
attenuated by the NL damping, cascading, and adia-
batic losses. It was shown that CR distribution is quasi-
isotropic near the Galactic plane, but becomes more fo-
cused along the radial coordinate as particles propagate
further away. At some point the scattering becomes un-
able to reflect particles back, which sets the outer bound-
ary of the halo. The halo size was estimated to be about
10 kpc. However the advective transport of CRs was not
taken into account in this model.
According to Völk & Cesarsky (1982) and Miller

(1991), the rate of NL damping is given by

νNL(k) ≈ g(n, T )
8πuA

B2
k

k
∫

kmin

W (k1)dk1 , (6)

where the lower integration limit kmin is unimportant
for our self-consistent model (see Section 4.2). Follow-
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the model considered

in the paper.

ing Miller (1991), the dimensionless factor g(β) in Equa-
tion (6) can be approximated by

g(β) ≈
√
π

4
β1/2

(

e−β−1

+
1

2
ǫ1/2e−ǫβ−1

)

. (7)

Here, ǫ = me/mp is electron-to-proton mass ratio and

β =
nkT

B2/8π
≡ u2

th

u2
A

, (8)

is the plasma-β parameter expressed via the thermal
velocity of protons uth. We assume that temperatures
T of both protons and electrons are equal.
The idea that the excitation of MHD turbulence in a

halo can be balanced by NL damping has been previ-
ously discussed by Ptuskin et al. (1997). In the present
work, we use a different expression for NL damping,
which takes into account contributions of both thermal
protons and electrons. Furthermore, in our model β sig-
nificantly drops with the height, which results in a much
weaker damping for waves excited by CRs with energies
above 100 GeV and, thus, helps to confine such particles.

3. THE HALO MODEL WITH NL DAMPING

The idealized structure of our model is sketched in
Figure 1. We consider two characteristic regions along
the z-axis: the Galactic disk, where MHD-turbulence is
assumed to be generated by sources distributed over the
Galactic plane, and the CR halo, where the turbulence
is self-generated by the outgoing CR flux. We assume
that the magnetic field is practically vertical in the halo
(while its geometry can be arbitrary in the disk), and
that CRs do not diffuse across the magnetic field lines.

This model allows us to reduce the set of equations (1)
to

∂

∂z

(

uadvN −D
∂N

∂z

)

− ∂

∂p

(

1

3

duadv

dz
pN − ṗN

)

(9)

= 2Q(p)δ(z) ,

∂vAW

∂z
− duA

dz

∂kW

∂k
= (ΓCR − νNL)W , (10)

where Q(p) is the source of CRs above/below the Galac-
tic plane, ṗ < 0 is the momentum loss rate due to
ionization or proton-proton collisions within the disk
(0 < z < zd), while in the halo (z ≥ zd) the CR losses
are solely due to adiabatic cooling. Here and below, zd is
the characteristic height of the disk. The CR advection
velocity changes discontinuously at the disk boundary,

uadv(z) = uAθ(z − zd) , (11)

where θ(z) is the Heaviside function. We assume that
sources of the turbulence in the disk do not contribute
to the turbulence in the halo, i.e.

W (k, zd) = 0 , (12)

i.e., the halo turbulence is entirely self-generated by
CRs. However, the existence of turbulence within the
disk is essential (Evoli et al. 2018; Dogiel et al. 2020),
and we take this into account in Section 4.
According to Equation (7), MHD-waves are damped

on plasma electrons in a low-β plasma, and on protons
in a high-β plasma. Most of the thermal electrons or
protons contribute to the damping if, respectively,

0.01 ≤ β ≤ 0.2, (13)

or
β ≥ 10 . (14)

For these values of β, the respective dominant expo-
nential factor in Equation (7) can be set to unity, and
νNL in Equation (6) becomes independent of the plasma
density.
Below in Section 4 we obtain a simplified analytical

solution of Equations (9) and (10), while in Section 5
we present and discuss the exact numerical solution.

4. ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION

In this section we derive an analytical solution which
qualitatively explains the role of NL damping in the self-
consistent halo model.

4.1. CR spectrum in the disk, and CR flux from the
disk to the halo

To simplify CR propagation in the disk (see, e.g.
Berezinskii et al. 1990), we consider the following two
key parameters: the outgoing CR flux and CR distribu-
tion function at the boundary between the disk and the
halo. They both should be continuous at boundary.
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A general equation for the outgoing flux S0(p) =
S(p, zd) at the boundary is obtained by integrating
Equation (9),

S0(p) = Q(p) +
d

dp





1

3
uA0 pN0(p)−

zd
∫

0

ṗN(z, p)dz



 ,

(15)
where uA0 = uA(zd) and N0(p) = N(p, zd). The flux
S0 derived from Equation (15) can be considered as
the boundary condition for Equation (9) at z = zd.
Since the halo size should be much larger than zd, we
assume that the CR spectrum does not change sig-
nificantly across the disk. Then we can approximate
N(p, z) ≈ N0(p) for 0 ≤ z ≤ zd.
As pointed out in Dogiel et al. (2020), energy losses

in the halo are unimportant and thus the CR flux S0(p)
is conserved. Then we obtain the following solution of
Equation (9) for z ≥ zd:

N(p, z) =
S0(p)

u(p, z)
, (16)

where u(p, z) is the outflow velocity of CRs,

u =





η∞
∫

η

eη−η1dη1
uA(η1)





−1

, (17)

and η(p, z) is a dimensionless variable

η =

z
∫

zd

uA

D
dz1 . (18)

The value of η∞ generally depends on the boundary con-
dition at z → ∞. Substituting N0(p) = N(p, zd) from
Equation (16) in Equation (15), we derive the flux,

S0(p) =
ud(p)

E(p)

∞
∫

p

Q(p1) exp



−
p1
∫

p

ud(p2)

E(p2)
dp2



 dp1 .

(19)
Here, ud(p) = u(p, zd) and E(p) = 1

3puA0 −
∫ zd
0 ṗdz =

1
3puA0+

1
2NHL(p), where NH is the vertical column den-

sity of hydrogen atoms in the disk and L(p) = −ṗ/nH

is energy loss function (per unit column density) due to
interaction with the disk gas. We note that ud in fact
depends on S0, and, therefore, Equation (19) is an inte-
gral equation for S0(p). If the dependence ud versus S0

is weak, the equation can be solved iteratively.
We can obtain a simple approximation for S0(p) as-

suming that ES0/ud is a power-law function ∝ p−α.
According to experimental data, S0/ud ≡ N(p) has a
negative spectral index smaller than that of S0(p) (both
are smaller than −2), while E cannot increase faster than

∝ p. Therefore, α > 0 and we readily obtain from Equa-
tion (15),

S0(p) =
Q(p)

1 + αE/(pud)
. (20)

We notice that both the energy loss rate E/p and the in-
verse outflow velocity u−1

d = N/S0 decrease with p, and
therefore S0(p) ≈ Q(p) for sufficiently high energies. To
evaluate a critical energy where E/(pud) = 1, we assume
NH ≈ 6 × 1020 cm−2 and ud ∼ uA ∼ 106 cm/s. This
yields the proton energy about 0.5 GeV, above which we
can set S0 = Q.
As discussed in Dogiel et al. (2020), the value of η

is the key parameter characterizing CR propagation in
the halo. The entire halo can be approximately split
into two regions: one is called the halo sheath, where
η(z) ≪ 1 and the diffusion term −D∂N/∂z dominates
in the CR flux S0; the other is where η(z) ≫ 1 and
the advection term uadvN dominates. The critical point
zcr(p) separating these two regions can be determined
from the condition η(p, zcr) ≈ 1. Since the dominant
advection irreversibly carries CRs away from the disk,
the halo size can be set equal to zcr. Therefore, the
boundary condition at z → ∞ becomes unimportant as
long as η∞ ≫ 1.
In order to derive η from Equation (18), we need to ob-

tain the diffusion coefficient D from Equation (3), which
requires the solution of Equation (10).

4.2. Excitation-damping balance

The numerical solution of Equations (9) and (10) (see
Section 5) suggests that W (k, z) in the diffusion region
can be estimated from the excitation-damping balance,

ΓCR = νNL . (21)

We rewrite it using Equations (4) and (6),

4g(z)c2

πe2B2
k2

k
∫

kmin

W (k1)dk1 = S0(p)− uAN . (22)

In the halo sheath (η < 1) the last term of Equation (22)
can be neglected. In this case, S0(p) ∝ Q(p) decreases
with p faster than p−2, and thus the integral on the left-
hand size of Equation (22) is dominated by the upper
limit k. Therefore,

W (k, z) =
π

4g(z)

∂

∂k

[

p2S0(p)
]

, (23)

and

η(p, z) = −3π3e

2vc

∂

∂p

[

p2S0(p)
]

z
∫

zd

uA

Bg(z1)
dz1 . (24)
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From Equation (7) we obtain

η = −6π5/2e

vc

∂

∂p

[

p2S0(p)
]

z
∫

zd

uth(T )β
−1dz1

B(e−β−1 + 1
2ǫ

1/2e−ǫβ−1)
.

(25)
For simplicity, below we assume n(z) = n0 exp(−z/zn),
B(z) = B0 exp(−z/zB), and T (z) = T0 exp(z/zT ).

4.3. Spectrum of CRs in the halo sheath

If β is within the ranges defined in Equations (13)
and (14), the expression for g(β) simplifies significantly.
In this regime, previously considered by Ptuskin et al.
(1997), we can neglect the exponential dependence in the
denominator of Equation (25) and rewrite the equation
as

η(p, z) = A(p)
(

ez/zη − ezd/zη
)

, (26)

where z−1
η = z−1

n −z−1
B − 1

2z
−1
T . For the sake of simplicity,

below we assume zd ≈ 0.
The magnitude of the dimensionless factor A(p) de-

pends on the dominant mechanism of NL damping. In
a low-β plasma with 0.01 ≤ β ≤ 0.2 the damping on
thermal electrons dominates, and

A(p) ≈ Ae(p) = −12π5/2eu2
A0zη

vcB0uth0ǫ1/2
∂

∂p

[

p2S0(p)
]

, (27)

where uth0 = uth(zd), while in a high-β plasma with
β ≥ 10 the damping is due to thermal protons, and

A(p) ≈ Ap(p) =
1

2
ǫ1/2Ae(p) . (28)

The critical point zcr is derived from the condition η ≈ 1.
Thus, the halo size is estimated from Equation (26) as

zcr(p) = zη ln [1 + 1/A(p)] . (29)

For low energies, where A(p) ≫ 1, the halo size in-
creases with p as zcr(p) ≈ zη/A(p); for high energies,
the halo size zcr(p) ≈ −zη lnA(p) is almost indepen-
dent of p. We point out that the model is not vi-
able in the former regime, normally corresponding to
the electron-dominated damping, because the resulting
halo size becomes too small. On the other hand, for the
proton-dominated damping with β > 10, the function
Ap(p) ∼ 1 for the following halo parameters: B ≤ 1 µG,
n ≥ 10−2 cm−3, and T ≥ 100 eV. The halo size in this
case exceeds 1 kpc at energies above 1 GeV.
The CR spectrum is given by Equation (16),

N(p, z) =
S0(p)

uA0

∞
∫

η

eη−η1dη1

[1 + η1/A(p)]zη/zA
, (30)

where z−1
A = 1

2z
−1
n − z−1

B characterizes the spatial scale
of variation of vA(z). This result can be expressed in

terms of the incomplete gamma-function Γ(a, z),

N(p, z) =
S0(p)

uA0
eη+A(p)A(p)zη/zA (31)

×Γ(1− zη/zA, A(p) + η) .

If A(p) + η ≫ 1, the solution corresponds to the advec-
tion flux with the Alfven velocity at the halo periphery.
This represents low-energy CRs at large distances from
the disk,

N(p, z) ≈ S0(p)

uA0
[1 + η/A(p)]−zη/zA (32)

=
S0(p)

uA0
e−z/zA ≡ S0(p)

uA(z)
.

If A(p) + η ≪ 1, the CR spectrum tends to

N(p, z) ≈ S0(p)

uA0
A(p)zη/zAΓ(1 − zη/zA) (33)

∝ S0(p)[pS0(p)]
zη/zA .

The resulting spectrum, corresponding to the diffusion-
dominated flux, does not practically depend on z up
to the critical point zcr. We note that Equation (33)
resembles Equation (34) from Ptuskin et al. (1997).
The derived approximate solution has important im-

plications. We conclude that CRs escape from the halo
at z = 1 − 10 kpc, and for energetic CRs the halo size
weakly depends on their energy. Given S0(p) ∝ p−2.4

and N(p) ∝ p−2.7, our solution suggests that zη/zA ≈
0.3/1.4 or zn/zB − 0.15zn/zT = 0.35.

5. NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND DISCUSSION

Equations (32) and (33) provide sufficiently good ap-
proximations for the CR spectrum as long as β is within
the ranges defined in Equations (13) and (14). How-
ever, the magnitude of β varies strongly with z and,
therefore, the exponential terms in the denominator of
Equation (25) cannot be generally ignored. As a result,
the expressions for η and N become complicated and
can only be obtained numerically.
To reduce the number of free parameters, we con-

sider a simple isothermal model (z−1
T = 0) with a con-

stant magnetic field (z−1
B = 0). We use the follow-

ing set of parameters: B = 1 µG, n0 = 0.1 cm−3,
zn = 1 kpc, and T = 10 eV. For the CR source func-
tion, we use Q(p) ≃ Q∗(p/mpc)

−2.4 with Q∗mpc =
9.4× 10−4 cm−2 s−1, which is similar to the value given
by Strong et al. (2010). In this case, β = 40 at z = 0.
The total power of CR sources in the Galaxy can be
roughly estimated as W = 2πR2

Gal

∫

Ekin(p)Q(p)dp =
4.5 × 10−3 erg × 2πR2

GalQ∗mpc. Assuming RGal = 20
kpc for the Galactic disk radius, we obtain W ≈ 1041

erg/s.
Equations (9) and (10) are solved numerically by em-

ploying the procedure described in Dogiel et al. (2020).
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Figure 2. Halo size zcr(Ekin) obtained from the numerical

solution of our model. The dashed line shows the case of

a single-component gas with B = 1 µG, n0 = 0.1 cm−3,

zn = 1 kpc, and T = 10 eV (β = 40), the solid line represents

the case of a two-component gas (see Section 5).

To account for CR species heavier than protons, the ex-
citation rate ΓCR is multiplied by a factor of 1.5 (see,
e.g., Dogiel et al. 2018). For the initial CR density we
use N(p, z) = 0, to avoid appearance of a sharp dis-
continuity at the upper halo boundary. Both the initial
MHD spectrum and the boundary condition at z = 0
are equal to a small non-zero function W0(k, z), as it
is necessary for the waves excitation. To ensure a weak
(logarithmic) dependence of the integral in Equation (6)
on the integration limits, we use W0(k, z) ∝ k−1.
The resulting halo size, zcr, and the differential CR

spectrum, N/4π, are plotted versus the proton ki-
netic energy Ekin by the dashed lines in Figures 2
and 3, respectively. To account for the solar modula-
tion, we use the force-field approximation with poten-
tial φ = 0.5 GV (Gleeson & Axford 1968). Observa-
tional data are taken from Aguilar et al. (2015) (AMS-
02), Adriani et al. (2019) (CALET), Grebenyuk et al.
(2019) (NUCLEON), Yoon et al. (2011) (CREAM-
I), Yoon et al. (2017) (CREAM-I+III), and An et al.
(2019) (DAMPE). The data are collected using Cosmic-
Ray DataBase (CRDB v4.0) by Maurin et al. (2020).
We stress that the CR spectra strongly depend on

a particular model of NL damping. In our case, the
damping is described by Equations (6) and (7). Since
β rapidly drops with the height, so does the damping
and, hence, the CR diffusion coefficient. Therefore the
CR spectra plotted in Figure 3 can be interpreted as
follows:

• Ekin < 10 GeV: At such energies, A(p) is suffi-
ciently large and, thus, the halo size is small in
accordance with Equation (29). For this reason,
β(zcr) ≈ β(0) > 10 and NL damping is due to ther-

Figure 3. Energy spectra of CR protons obtained from the

numerical solution of our model (lines) and the observational

data (symbols). All parameters are the same as in Figure 2.

mal protons. Equation (32) is applicable, which
gives N(p) ∝ Q(p) ∝ p−2.4.

• 10 GeV < Ekin < 1 TeV: N(p) starts approaching
a softer spectrum described by Equation (33). The
halo size increases with energy as zcr(p) ∝ 1/A(p),
and thus β(zcr) rapidly decreases, so that even-
tually a mixed damping both on thermal protons
and electrons operates.

• 100 GeV < Ekin < 10 TeV: In the mixed-damping
regime, a smooth transition from Ap(p) to much
larger Ae(p) occurs. According to Equation (33),
that makes N(p) harder (NL damping rapidly re-
duces with CR energy as the proton contribution
becomes negligible, and therefore the CR confine-
ment increases). In Figure 3, the transition is man-
ifested by the increase seen at 1 TeV < Ekin <
10 TeV.

• Ekin > 10 TeV: Finally, at very high energies
β(zcr) decreases below 0.1, where the damping
is due to thermal electrons. Equation (33) be-
comes applicable; since zη/zA = 1/2 in our case,
N(p) ∝ p−3.1.

Figure 3 shows that the theoretical curve and the
experimental data are in good qualitative agreement.
However, we should also keep in mind that gas in the
halo consists of several components. In particular, the
warm ionized gas (WIM) dominates at lower altitudes,
while at higher z it is mostly hot coronal gas (Ferrière
1998; Gaensler et al. 2008). To account for multiple gas
components, we assume that the total gas density in
our model is determined by a sum of the two phases:
n(z) = nhot(z) + nWIM(z). The same principle ap-
plies to the magnitude of NL damping in Equation (6):
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g(z) = g(βhot) + g(βWIM). Note that the factor kuA in
Equation (6) is the wave frequency, and therefore is the
same in both phases. Assuming B = 1 µG, we use the
following set of parameters:

• Warm phase (β = 4): n0 = 0.1 cm−3, T = 1 eV,
zn = 0.4 kpc.

• Hot phase (β = 4): n0 = 10−3 cm−3, T = 100 eV,
zn = 2 kpc.

The source function is Q(p) ≃ Q∗(p/mpc)
−2.32 with

Q∗mpc = 9× 10−4 cm−2 s−1.
The results for the two-phase model are depicted in

Figures 2 and 3 by the solid lines. We see that the
theoretical curve show a much better agreement with
the observational data in this case, which is due to a
much weaker dependence of β on z.
While the two-phase model provides a remarkably

good overall agreement with the experimental data in a
wide energy range, the discrepancy below 10 GeV is up
to 20%. We believe that this is because the effect of disk
turbulence on the vertical profile of the spectrum can no
longer be ignored at such low energies. Indeed, by deriv-
ing Equation (19) we assume that N(p, zd) = N(p, 0).
While this assumption is certainly reasonable for high
energies, the low-energy part of the spectrum should be
stronger affected by the fact that the diffusion coeffi-
cient in the disk decreases with energy, which inevitably
leads to an increasing vertical gradient of N(z). There-
fore, the low-energy spectrum should be more inhomo-
geneous at 0 < z < zd, and the actual spectrum at z = 0
should go somewhat above the theoretical curves plot-
ted in Figure 3. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient
in the Galactic disk is likely not affected by the CR
streaming (e.g., due to heavy damping on neutrals), but
rather depends on external sources of turbulence (such
as supernova explosions and stellar winds).
Apart from the halo size, another important parame-

ter characterizing propagation of CRs is their grammage
X , i.e., the average surface density traversed by CRs
during their lifetime in the Galaxy. The grammage de-
termines the ratio of secondary-to-primary nuclei, and
thus can be derived from experimental data. For our
model, it can be roughly estimated as

X ≈ NHmp
c

ud
, (34)

which gives X(10 GeV) ≈ 12 g/cm2 for our parameters
at Ekin = 10 GeV. This value is close to that obtained
by, e.g., Engelmann et al. (1990). We stress, however,
that such estimates are very approximate: to properly
test the model, we need to accurately calculate the spec-
tra of secondary and primary nuclei, and compare them
to the experimental data. This work will be reported in
a separate paper.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We present a development of the self-consistent model
of the Galactic CR halo, extending the model by
Dogiel et al. (2020). Our earlier model by Dogiel et al.
(2020) predicts a small size of the halo at low ener-
gies, which does not agree with experimental data. To
overcome this discrepancy, we include nonlinear Landau
(NL) damping in the present model.
The key input parameters of the proposed model are

the CR source Q(p) as well as the spatial profiles of
the vertical magnetic field B, ionized gas density n, and
temperature T . We show that all these parameters may
significantly affect the size of the halo, in particular at
relatively low CR energies. The MHD-turbulence in the
halo, which controls the vertical escape of CRs, is en-
tirely generated by the resonant CR-streaming instabil-
ity. The equilibrium spectrum of MHD waves in our
present model is reached when the CR excitation rate is
balanced by NL damping. This significantly suppresses
the amplitude of MHD waves compared to the model of
Dogiel et al. (2020), thus making the halo size substan-
tially larger.
We consider two alternative models of gas distribu-

tions in the halo: a single-component isothermal model
and a two-phase model composed of hot coronal gas and
warm ionized gas. We showed that the single-component
model requires very dense and hot gas with β ≈ 40 at
low altitudes to be able to reproduce the experimental
data. For the two-phase model, the required gas param-
eters are much closer to those reported in the literature
(e.g., Ferrière 1998).
Our model is able to reproduce the spectrum of CR

protons in a wide range of energies, including the spec-
tral features observed between ∼ 10 GeV and ∼ 10 TeV
(see Fig. 3). Despite some 20% discrepancy with ex-
perimental data below 10 GeV, our model predicts a
reasonable halo size of about 1 kpc at 1 GeV. We argue
that such a discrepancy may be due to increasing influ-
ence of the Galactic disk at lower energies, which is still
neglected in our model.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

New data on CR proton spectrum reported by
CALET (Adriani et al. 2022) confirms the existence of
the second spectral break at 10 TeV. The break position
suggests that the scale height of hot gas should be about
2 kpc or less.
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